
Made in Norway

The model on this page is TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium.

THE NEW GENERATION OF ROLLATORS!

Increased safety, flexibility and the best possible comfort
Its predecessor TOPRO Troja Classic revolutionised the rollator market in 2002. Since then the TOPRO

product development team have developed a rollator based on research and feedback from users and

therapists. The result was a 2nd generation TOPRO TROJA with several user friendly features and a strong

focus on extra security, flexibility and comfort.
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The model on this page is TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium.
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In addition are the
original eatures kept:f
• .Light weight

• Memory function for

easy height adjustment

of the handles.

• Tilt function and

edge guard for safe and

easy manoeuvring.

• Easy to fold.

• Stays firmly on its wheels

when folded and

takes little space.

• Tested and approved

according to

.EN ISO 11199

• Biocompality tested

toaccording

.EN ISO 10993-5

TOPRO Offroad Wheels accessory( )
For rugged terrain.

TOPRO Ergo Grip
Unique ergonomic grip that makes it easier

to stand from a sitting position. Provides a

comfortable armrest and offers different holding

positions when standing and resting.

TOPRO Bell
Attract attention when necessary.

Easy to use without having to take

your hands off the handles.

T orOPRO Shopping Bag Net Basket
Both hold up to 10 kg and are detachable.

The shopping bag includes a shoulder strap

for easy handling. It has two pockets inside

for small personal belongings and

a lid to protect your items.

Reflective Panels
Be visible from all sides in the dark. he 3MT

Scotchlite Reflective panels increase safety.
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INNOVATIVE!

Maximising user friendliness with various new functions
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TOPRO IBS
A new developed interior braking

system, which brakes on the rim

instead of the surface of the wheel.

This will make it possible to offer

different tyres with a variety of

tread patterns and softness,

for different foundations.

TOPRO Quick Release
Easy to exchange or take off

the wheels. Choose between:

Comfort heels Soft (PUR)W
Comfortable and secure on un-

surfaced roads, cobblestones etc.

Comfort heels Grip (TPE)W
Manoeuvrable with good grip

on smooth surfaces like

flooring and tarmac.
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TOPRO TROJA 2G Basic

The experts say this about the new handle Ergo Grip:

Fabian Crüwell

Physiotherapist and therapy

manager at Special Hospital

Neresheim, Germany

"It gives a number of grip options. The

grip requires more tension in the upper

body, which is good for the patient.

Rising up is easier, because you can

support yourself better with this grip ".

Yasko Hupfauer

Physiotherapist at the

University and rehabilitation

clinic in Ulm, Germany

“Patients with deformities in their hands can

hold the rollator easier. The user walks

WITH The materialIN the rollator, not behind.

of the grip is comfortable and provides good

grip. By placing your hands on the top flat

part of the Ergo Grip you will achieve an

equilibrium reaction in the body.”

Nora Kern

NOI and Bobath

instructor,

Germany

"Sitting on the walker is more

comfortable, since the arms can

easily rest on the Ergo Grip ".

TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium.

Colour on the rollator may vary slightly from the colour in this brochure. 5

TOPRO TROJA 2G M S
Recommended user height 150–200 cm 135–170 cm

Maximum weight of user 150 kg 125 kg

Weight capacity basket 10 kg 10 kg

Height of support points 78–100 cm 67–86 cm

Maximum length 65 cm 65 cm

Maximum width 60 cm 60 cm

Distance between support points 47 cm 47 cm

Seat height 62 cm 54 cm

Turning diameter 84 cm 84 cm

Diameter front/rear wheels 20 cm 20 cm

Width front/rear wheels (TPE wheels) 36 mm 36 mm

Grip distance driving brake 65 mm 65 mm

Total dimensions length widt height, x h x 65 x 24 x 81,5 cm 65 x 24 x 74 cm

Transport weight

(without wheels and basket) 6 kg 5,6 kg

Weight with basket and wheels (TPE) 7,7 kg 7,3 kg

Model/size Art. No. Dark Grey Wine Red White Turquoise Silver

TOPRO TROJA 2G asic M 814600 300B

TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium M 814600 310 312 311 314

TOPRO TROJA 2G Basic S 814601 415

TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium S 814601 412 411 414 400

TOPRO TROJA 2G Basic .comes with net basket and Comfort Wheels Grip

TOPRO TROJA 2G Premium comes with an elegant matching shopping bag and Comfort Wheels Soft.



Adjustable back support

with padding

814607 Tray 814728 Anti slip mat

for tray

814059

Guiding handle

e.g. for the visually impaired

814014

Ice spurs for shoes

Size ( )M shoe size 36-40

Size L ( )shoe size 41-46

814 290

035814

Basket for oxygen bottle

only compressed, not liquid( )

814009
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Accessories for a variety of uses
to be ordered separately Art. No.

Net basket

detachable

814625 Shopping bag

detachable

814622 814642 814641814643

Rear bag

with zipper

814046

Flower stickers,

4 stickers.

814141

Transport bag 814042

Nameplate 814024

Lamp 814608 LED light

with fall alarm (pair)

814609

Crutch holder 814025

Lock 814023

Bottle holder 814043

Umbrella

with attachment

814068
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One-handed brake 814026

Ice spurs for shoes

( )M shoe size 36-40

L ( )shoe size 41-46

814 290

035814

Offroad wheels

for IBS, set of 4

814649
New!


